Accounting
Accounting (AS, CA)

Administration of Justice
Administration of Justice – General (AS)
Administration of Justice – Homeland Security (AS)
Administration of Justice – Investigations (AS)
Administration of Justice – Law Enforcement (AS)

Africanas Studies
Accounting (AS, CA)

American Indian Studies
American Indian Studies (CA)

American Sign Language
ASL/English Interpreter Training Program (AS, CA)

American Studies
Anthropology
Archaeological Excavator (CA)
Archaeological Surveyor and Laboratory Assistant (CA)
Archaeology (AA)

Arabic
Architecture
Architectural Drafting (AS, CA)
Architecture (AS)
Eco Building Professional (CA)

Art
Graphic Design (AS)
Illustration (AS)
Interactive Media Design
  Emphasis in 3D Modeling and Animation (AS, CA)
  Emphasis in Multimedia Design (AS, CA)

Pictorial Arts
  Emphasis in Painting (AA)
  Emphasis in Printmaking (AA)

Three-Dimensional Arts
  Emphasis in Ceramics (AA)
  Emphasis in Crafts (AA)
  Emphasis in Glass (AA)
  Emphasis in Jewelry and Metalsmithing (AA)
  Emphasis in Sculpture (AA)

Art – Design
Graphic Design (AS)

Art – Illustration
Illustration (AS)

Astronomy
Astronomy (AS, CA)

Athletics and Competitive Sports

Automotive Technology
Auto Collision Repair (AS, CA)
Auto Chassis and Drive Lines (AS, CA)
Electronic Tune-Up and Computer Control Systems (AS, CA)
Mechanics – General (AS, CA)

Aviation Sciences
Aviation Operations and Management (AS, CA)
Aircraft Commercial Pilot (AS, CA)

Biology
Biology – General (AS, CA)

Botany
Biology – Preprofessional (AS, CA)

Business
Advertising, Marketing, and Merchandising (AS, CA)
Business Administration (AS)
Business – General (AS)
E-Marketing (AS, CA)

Chemistry
Chemistry (AS, CA)

Child Development
Child and Family Services (AS, CA)
Early Childhood Administration (AS, CA)
Early Inclusion Teacher (AS, CA)
Infant/Toddler Teacher (AS, CA)
Preschool Teacher (AS, CA)

Chinese

Cinema
Cinema (AA, CA)

Communications

Construction Inspection
Construction Inspection (AS, CA)

Cooperative Education

Counseling

Dance
Dance – Emphasis in Euro-Western Dance (AA, CA)
Dance – Emphasis in General Dance (AA, CA)
Dance – Emphasis in World Dance (AA, CA)
Digital Broadcast Arts
Digital Video (AS, CA)
Entertainment Technology (CA)
Radio and Television (AA, CA)
Disability Resource
Diesel Mechanics Technology
Diesel Technology (AS, CA)

Drafting Technology
Computer Assisted Drafting (AS, CA)
Drafting Technology - Multimedia (AS, CA)
Drafting Technology – Technical (AS, CA)
Electro-Mechanical Drafting and Design (AS, CA)
Interactive Media Design
  Emphasis in 3D Modeling and Animation (AS, CA)
  Emphasis in Multimedia Design (AS, CA)

Earth Sciences
Economics
Economics (AA, CA)
Engineering
Engineering (AS)
English
English (AA)

Entertainment Technology
Entertainment Technology (CA)

Family and Consumer Sciences
Family and Consumer Sciences – General (AS, CA)

Fashion
Fashion Design (AS)
Fashion Merchandising (AS)

Fire Technology
Fire Technology – Emergency Management (AS, CA)
Fire Technology – General (AS, CA)

French
French (AA, CA)

General Studies
General Studies
  Arts and Humanities Emphasis (AA)
  Science and Mathematics Emphasis (AS)
  Social and Behavioral Sciences Emphasis (AS)

Geography
Advanced Geographic Information Systems (AS, CA)

Geology
Geology (AS)

German

Graphic Communications

Graphic Communications - Imaging & Publishing
Digital Imaging (AS, CA)

Graphic Communications Emphasis in Electronic Publishing (AS, CA)
Graphic Communications Emphasis in Management (AS, CA)
Graphic Communications Emphasis in Production (AS, CA)
Screen Printing (AS, CA)

Graphic Communications - Multimedia & Web
Digital Video (AS, CA)
Interactive Media Design
  Emphasis in 3D Modeling and Animation (AS, CA)
  Emphasis in Multimedia Design (AS, CA)
  Interactive Web Multimedia and Audio (AS, CA)

Internet
  Emphasis in Graphic Communication (AS, CA)
  New Media Compositing, Authoring, and Distribution (AS, CA)

Health

History

Humanities

Industrial Technology

Insurance
Commercial and Personal Insurance Services (AS, CA)

Interior Design
Interior Design (AS, CA)

International Business
International Business (AS, CA)

Italian

Japanese

Journalism
Multimedia Journalism (AS, CA)

Judaic Studies

Kinesiology

Legal Studies
Legal Studies (AA)

Library Technology
Library Technology (AS, CA)

Mathematics
Mathematics (AS, AS-T)

Microbiology

Multicultural Studies

Music
Music (AA)

Oceanography

Office Information Systems
Administrative Assistant (AS, CA)
International Administrative Assistant (AS, CA)
Medical Office Specialist (AS, CA)
Medical Office Management (AS, CA)
Medical Language Specialist (AS, CA)

Philosophy

Photography
Digital Imaging (AS, CA)
Photography (AA, CA)

Physical Education
Adult Fitness/Health Management (CA)
Physical Education (AA)

Physical Science

Physics

Political Science

Psychology
Alcohol and Other Drug Studies (AA, CA)
Psychological and Social Services (AA, CA)
Psychology (AA-T)

Public Administration
Public Administration (AA, CA)

Reading

Real Estate
Escrow (AS, CA)
Real Estate Broker License Preparation (AS, CA)

Recreation
Outdoor Leadership (AA, CA)
Recreation Agency Leader (AA, CA)

Religious Studies

Sociology
Sociology (AA-T)

Spanish
Speech
Speech Communication (AA)

Theatre Arts
Entertainment Technology (CA)
Theatre Arts (AA)
Technical Theatre (CA)

University Studies
California State University General Education Breadth(CA)
Intersegmental General Education Transfer Curriculum (CA)
University Studies - Emphasis in Business (AS)
University Studies - Emphasis in Culture and Society (AA)
University Studies - Emphasis in Education (AA)
University Studies - Emphasis in Fine and Performing Arts (AA)
University Studies - Emphasis in Health and Fitness (AS)

University Studies - Emphasis in Humanities (AA)
University Studies - Emphasis in Mathematics and Science (AS)
University Studies - Emphasis in Media and Communication (AS)
University Studies - Emphasis in Social Sciences (AA)
University Studies - Emphasis in World Languages (AA)

Wastewater Technology Education
Wastewater Technology Education (AS, CA)

Water Technology Education
Water Technology Education (AS, CA)

Welding
Welding Technology (AA, CA)

Women's Studies
Women's Studies (AA)

Zoology